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I- The eta model

Thgue sigma system introduced at the early stage of numerical weather

prediction has enabled a simple representation of the effect of mountains and

has becomre almost universally accepted. Concern has however persisted over

the possibility of large errors in calculation of the pressure gradient force over

steep terrain slopes in some situations, and errors also may occur or are known

to occur in the horizontal advection and lateral diffusion. E:xperience shows

that sigma systemrn models do indeed have difficulties with very steep mountains

thus it is a common practice to smooth terrain elevations before they are

it ncorporated into NWVP models. This however reduces the barrier effect of

m-odel mounta:ins and/or the ability of the model to capture the inrfluence of

smaller scale terrain features.

A technique proposed a few years ago to circumvent these difficulties

(Mesinger 1964) is the use of the eta coordinate which is a generalization of the

sigma coordinate but permits step-like representation of mountains and

quasi-horizontal coordinate surfaces. The "minitmum physics" eta model

developed at the University of Belgrade and at the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics

Laboratory. Princeton (Mesinger et al. l988a), has been recoded at NMC for

efficient vectorization and subsequently subject to comprehensive further

development and testing. In particular, during 1987 a comprehensive physics

package was added to the model (.Ianjit and Black 1987). The model formulation

differs from that of NIIC's regional operational Nested Grid Model (Phillips

1979; Hoke 1984) in a number of ways in addition to its use of the eta

coordinate, as follows.
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. paceu differencing schemes used are designed to minimize the need for

artificial noise-control rmechanisms. This is primarily achieved by a different

horizontal grid (Arakawa E as opposed to D) and a momentum advection scheme

(an3- 194) w ,h'-t:ich stric.tlq controls the false energy cascade toward smaller

scales.

Fm Forwa.rd-bac-kward (spiit-expli cit) time differencing is app lied for the

adiusitment terms, which along with splitting of the adjustment and the

advectior terms and the rotation of the sphterical coordinates paermits

adjustmient time steps more than 3 times longer than those used bu the NGM for

abou.t the same horizontal grid distance.

there advanced and/or different formulation is used for some of the maior

components of the physical package including the Mellor-Yamada level 2.5

turbulent exichange (Melior and Yamada L1974, 1982) and Betts convective

parameterization scheme (Betts 1986; Betts and Miller 1986). These, however,

maii be or have been (the Betts convection scheme) written in a "plug

comipatible" form so that after being tested in the eta model they can also be

used in other models.

The lateral boundary treatment, choice of the integration region, and the

coding approach are still other aspects in which the eta model differs from the

NGM31. The lateral boundaries are prescribed in a one-way mode so that when

used for NWP the boundary conditions have to be provided by a larger scale

model. While this represents a restrictive feature it also enables the model to

be run for an extended time as a nested model. The integration region is defined

by a specification of its central longitude and latitude and the extension in

taorre rsf .hi o r.--,~o a;'a"'Ulo 3Fn jt itude. The model is thus easily run on anyni,' i 
'- I
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region of interest. Final y, for portability and for the ease of a possible change

to a next generation computer system the CYBER 205 FORTRAN extensions are

either avoided or are used along with an alternate standard ANSI code. The

iflternate code has been tested by experimental integrations performed outside

.tNMC on two different computer systems.

Preliminary results have been reported on several occasions (Janjif et al.

1988; Black and Janjit 1988; lesinger et al. 1988b, 1 988c) and testing is

proceeding along a number of directions. Because the model can switch from the

Peta to the si-gma coordinate mode, direct comparisons between the two can be

made. Such eta/sigma mode experiments have indicated an increased noisiness

and somewhat higher standard deviation of geopotential height errors of the

sigima integrations; an increased cold bias of the sigma compared to the eta

mrode, throughout or onily at mid-troposphere; and some degradation of

short-range accuracy of sea level pressure patterns.

Considerable attention has been directed at comparing the performance of

the model against that of the NGM when the eta model is set up to use about the

same space resolution . as the NGM on its innermost grid and to require about the

same computational effort with the present coding. These comparisons have

been general in scope with emphasis on mean sea level synoptic features,

par ticularig the evolution of cyclones, and on the prediction of precipitation.

During the winter of 19.7-88 one notable difference was that the NGM was slow

in its forecasts of coastal lows significantly more often than was the eta model

while centers in the latter were sometimes too intense. Substantial

experimentation has been undertaken since that time aimed at refining -Li' ietts

convection scheme in the eta model and by late summer 1988 the eta

precipitation threat scores of two 14-forecast series tended to be higher than
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those of the NGM for all rainfall categories greater than 0.295 inches.

Precipitation bias scores of the eta model for these two series have also been

generall c-loser to unitM+, than the Nl M's

One pilot experiment done in 1988 was a ten-day nested run of the eta

model with lateral boundary conditions supplied by the NMC medium range

spectral model (NRF, Sela 1983). At thle 6-7 day forecast time of this

experiment both the nested eta and the MRF model forecasts substantially

underpredicted the eastward propagation speed of a short-wave

mid-tropospheric trough over the western and central United States but the eta

model's error was only about half that of lRF's. This was associated with an

apparent reduction in the sea level pressure errors of the nested eta over the

RFIF forecast. The nested eta forecast also better maintained the amplitude of

the subtropical hioh at 500 mb over the south and south-eastern United States

by avoiding much of the cold bias problem of the MRF model.

A not:aiulb difficult forecast to which particular attention wais given is that

of the severe weather and tornado outbreak of March 1984. This case has also

been considered by other investigators (Kocin et al. 1984; Collins and Tracton

1965; Gyakum and Barker 1988). A low that formed over Texas underwent

ex.pl osive intensification between about 1800 and 2200 UTC 28 March 1984

while propagating to the northeast. As it crossed the southern Appalachians,

the low split and formed separate centers. Three centers have been identified

on the routine NHC surface analysis. The center east of the Appalachians was

:-ssociated with 22 tILornadoes occurring from about 2130 UTC 28 [larch to about

0230 29 March alono a line extending from northwest South Carolina to

northeast North Carolina. A "double resolution" (grid distance about 40 km) eta

model forecast was successful in (a) reproducing the three low pressure centers
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w-ith the two major centers located very close to their analqzed positions, and

(b) predicting a 24-hour accumulated precipitation pattern with the 25 imm
contour extending into northwest South Carolina parallel to the

Ti ennessee-North Ca-rolina border, and a low precipitation zone along this border,

very much as on the verification map (lMe:singer et al. 1988b).

Aloing with these various verification tests the refinement of a number of

model features and of pre- as well as post-processing packages has taken place.

As of this writing, the most recent changes in the standard model set-up have

bee ,n made in September 1966. They consisted of a refinement in the

specification of the initial specific humidity so as to have it limited to 95 %

relative humidityi, which was at some time prior to that chosen for the

threshold value of the large scale precipitation; and of a redefinition of the

model mountains so as to permit the elevation of lake and sea coast (four-point)

steps to be rounded to reference interface elevations greater than-Z e.i

Folowing these changes the longest verification series to date has been

performed on data of late October-end of November 1988 when 68 0 consecutive

48 hour forecasts were performed twice dailu on data at 0000 and 1200 UTC.

it is the purpose of this note to (1) report on the eta precipitation scores of

this test period, (2) summarize results of the 500 mb height errors for the last

30 days of the period, and (3) show two forecast examples again from this

period, one of a precipitation forecast and the other of sea level pressure,

chosen to include a storm developing while crossing the western mountainous

par5t of the United States. To the extent this is feasible from the practical point

of view results will be compared against those of the current regional (NGt) and

gtlobal (HRF) operational National Meteorological Center's model.
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The precipitatl-on scores

In statistical evaluation of the considered sample of 80 consecutive

forecasts most attention has been given to precipitation scores. Threat and

bias scores (e.g., Anthes 1953) were calculated and compared with those of the

NGM for the same initial times. Objective analyses of accumulated

precipitation are available at each 1200 UTC, that is, once dailq for 24-hour

periods. Scores were calculated using a verification program comrparing the

"experimental" (eta) and the NGM forecasts starting at the begining of each

24--hour period, starting 12 hours earlier, and starting 24 hours earlier. The

actual number of 24-hour periods that were verified by the program is 2 less

t.han 40 because oif the one 24-hour period needed at the beginning to collect the

three forecasts for the same verification time, and another day (ending 1200

U iL 14 November) which was excluded as a result of archiving problems.

This nevertheless being a large volume of data, concentrating on a reduced

sample in ways which could produce information of most interest seems

desirahble. Perhaps one is justified in assuming that if a model is doing better

on the second day of the forecast it was doing better also on the first day_, or, if

this is not so, that a model's weakness in the first day is easier to remove than

that in the second day. In addition, days with more intense precipitation would

seem to deserve more attention than those with light precipitation. Finally,

threat scores were deemed to reflect the accuracy of a model's precipitation

forecasts; much more than the bias scores.

For these -reas;ons, within the mentioned test period 24-48 h forecasts for

days with higher precipitation amounts were chosen for inspection. Days with

tnot-l3 rip-3'-'in ftlato on, the verification grid (coverina about the eastern
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t'w-thirds o UniteU States) higher than 30 ,,elative units) were chosen. There

,Awere 12 periods with precipitation amounts higher than this value. For visual

inspection, the eta and the NGMt threat scores for each of these periods are

plotted in Fig. 1 as functions of the threat score category up to that exceeding

1.25 inches. This category of 1.25 inches and greater is the highest category for

hich all of the 1. periods considered registered verification points.

in one of the 12 periods (ending 1200 UTC 12 November) the NGM scores are

sightly better. For two periods it is not obvious which model produced the

better forecast. For the remaining nine periods the eta model scores are

superior to those of the NON, typically due to clearly higher scores for the

heavier precipitation categories.

The verification program used also calculates the average scores for the

three forecast periods. However, because of the 36-day NIMC archiving system

and a week's lag in precipitation verification, the program could not be used to

obtain average scores for the entire 38-day sample. Instead, average scores for

four sub-sets of this sample were obtained. They were of various length; the

longest was the 26-day sample covering the periods ending at 1200 UTC 5

November - 1200 UTC I December (excluding 1200 UTC 14 November). Average

values for 0-24 h and for 24-48 h forecasts for this 26-daLiy sample as functions

of the score category up to that of 1.75 inches and greater are shown in Fig. 2.

Average values for all forecast hours for the same sample are shown as the

upper panel of Fig. 3. Average values of the bias scores for all forecasts hours

and for the same sample are shown as the lower panel of Fig. 3.

in each of the three plots of the average threat scores shown, the NGM

shows sli ghtly higher scores for the 0.01 inches category. For the larger
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Fig. 1. Threat scores of the NGM and eta 24-48 h forecasts of accumulated precipitation for the
12 periods of higihest 24 h precipitation ending at 1 200 UTC within the period 24 October through 1
)ecembier i 988 ,with the ex:ception of 1 4 November (38 24-hour periods). Categories shown in
i/1i Oss of ana inch, an-d threat scores show.n xl 000. Precipitation amount, i-n relative units, shown in

parentheses. (Continued on follo.inr pages)
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amounts of 1.00 inch and greater in the 0-24 h forecasts and of 0.50 inches and

greater in the 24-48 h forecasts and in the overall average (0-24, 12-36, and

24-48 h forec-,asts) the eta model forecasts yielded scores substantially higher
Ul"'t-o- i..... of the NIR11M mougel 

thntos fth O. ogl speaking, in the overall average the eta model

showed an accuracy which was up to about a factor of two better than that of

the NSM for higher precipitation categories in terms of the threat score.

These much improved threat scores did not arise as a result of the eta

model forecasting more than obser ved amounts of intense precipitation. In fact.

just as the NGM, the eta model had underforecast the heavier amounts of

precipitation (see the bias score plot shown in the lower panel of Fig. 3)

However, one may wonder how are the two models performing for periods of

light precipitation? Was the model which verified better for periods of heavy

rain perhaps (i) less accurate in days of light precipitation or (2) forecasting

excessive precipitation on days when in fact ther e should be little of it?

Regarding the first question, threat scores for days with light precipitation

were examined. Plots for the six days of lightest precipitation, half as many

days as those of the heaviest precipitation, are shown in Fig. 4. Expressed in

terms of threat scores, performance of both models for these periods of iight

precipitation is unimpressive. No clear advantage of one model over the other is

apparent.

As to the second of the two questions, scatter diagrams of the total

"observed" vs. 0-24 and 24-48 h forecast precipitation for the two models and

for all verifiable 24-hour periods of the 40-day sample is shown in Figs. 5-6.

The figures includes the linear least squares fits to the data shown as well as

thi'e :,-soci:+o e r-ep-ession o ns anie d cn-.elrao:iinr -oefficients. Sor j e more*~~~~~~~~~~eie equa,_ ,..,. -.. rofiinS Corr. ¢_%J- uiu'II-Y-!t.j -M uliu -W ''z'I-= ii a IX i;Y
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s.catter of the 8-ta model total precipitation amounts is seen. Both models,

h-,,ever-, exhibit an adequate skill ,n forecasting the total amount much Le.ter

than that of forecastinq the location of the precipitation over the. verification

re: i in.

Still anothner point of concern can be the statistical sitnificance of threat

scores as a,2, function of precipitation threshold in view of the decrease in the

,frequenc of p3recipitation as the intensity increases. Thus, the actual number

of F-- gqrid boxes with precipitation in various categories within the 26

24-hiour periods of Fiqs. 2-3 could be of interest. These numbers are shown in

Table 1. O.n the other hand, one can also aroue that the more intense

precipitation ai;thouqh less frequent is an event of more interest than the light

precipoitation.

Tabe 1. The total number of LFM orid boxes with precipitation equal and above
various thresholds for all forecast hours within the 26 24-hour periods ending

-t 1 900 Ti-rf 5 N ovember - I December, excludinq 14 November, 1 988

Precipitation threshold, inches Number of LFM grid boxes

0.0 1 8895

0.25 2190
0.50 1 164

9.75 7; 7
1 .00 4':-7
1 .2- 5 246
1.50 144

1.75 108

3. T"e gp Upop;eotentx8i height errors

For terification of go.rupo.tential heights, mean, standard deviation, and total
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h ei-ht errors at r nb were calculated for a number of subsets of the

mentioned 40-daq period,. Again the overall 40-day a.verage could not be

calculated usinq available programs due to the archiving restrictions. Results

for the 30 days onf November are sho-wn in Figs. 7-8. This time the comparison

also includes the aviation model. It is identical to the MRF model, except that it

1s run with a shorter data cut-off time (3-:4q vs, 6:00 h' Bonner 1988) and at 12-

(rather th-an 24) hour itervals. i ?erification against the eta model initial

condi t ions as not possibl due to oarchiving reasons' all three models, are

e Tri. fied against. the NGN intialized fields whi:ch presumably puts the NGM at

som ad svaint ae over the othe, r tw ,o models. As it is, beyond 12 hours the

av'iation model showed the smallest standard deviation error. With the total 

rems error dominated by the iarger of the me;an and the standard deviation error

the snmae st mean error of the eta model did not offse t the standard dv.i ati on

:dwvntage of the aviation model so that the aviation model also had the smallest

total rms error.

Several, remarks could be m-nade reqarding the height errors displayed.

.ubsequent to ou.r test the meran 500 mb height error of the MIRF/aviation model

ias been reduced bi approximat- il 30 ... after implemhentation of changes on 30

Novermber 19o8 which have included accounting for miodel-predicted clouds in

t.he radiatio code (NW;S DTechnical Procedures Bulletin No. 353). On he other

;and, ihe aviati errors are calculat ed "folowing the truncation of T580 results

to rhomboidal 30 fori stora i ge economrnU. The truncation coultd reduce the standard 

uui-ation of hei-,iht errors and tley could also be affected by the difference in

orotal r esoluon o.f he models,, . One may also n that the . et model

boundary conditions in our "standardi" r-uns whic-h include the present test period

are derived from t-e aviation forecasts with 12 -hour old initial data. Thus,

ex.:Ltit for the effect of interiolations the eta model 4 5-hour errors on the
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contains 59 aviation, anid 60 N4OGiM and eta forecasts, startina at 0000 and 1 200 UTC within the 30 datis

? o--.verber .1 988.

ULoundfrq are .he same as the 60-.i.our errors of the.. aviation model.

4L '17 ce rr aoiu;t exantmples.

in choosing e e-.mp(: ) of pr ecipitation forecasts our original intentijon was

- .:--ec- f- obi. c itivitu. one o f the 12 -intensive precipitation periods for-

h i ch ti-i: eta model verified best compa;red to the NGM and one where the

opposite was true. However, loolking over the threat score plots of Fig. I one

can note that this is not easilu done because among the periods covered (1)

the:re. are several for which the eta model scores are hioher than thlose of the

,~.rG. to about the same degree and (2,) there is n o period oEr' which the NG1M
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scores are clearly higher that those of the eta model.

In this situation we will show the precipitationt forecasts for the first of

the periods of Fig. 1. This happens to be the period of the 3i7ghest eta model

scores- for the categoriy of 1.00 inch and greater and also the period of highest

sustained scores for botht of the models up to and including the category of 0.50

inches and greater. The NtGM, the eta model, and the verification accumulated

precipitation maps for this period are shown in Fig. 9 as the left hand, the

mdl and the right hand panel, respectively.j

The orientation of the 20 mm contour in the NGM maip is just about as that in

the verification.: _ map but the region it encloses is centered east of that of the

verification contour. Thus, the 30 mm contour along the border between Indiana

and O!hio at the center of the NGM 20 mm area is located east of the ine of

highiest precipitation on thfe verification map running across central Tennessee

and eastern Kentucky to the tri-state point of Illinois, indiana and Kentucky.

The eia 90 mm -are.a on the other hand is -centered very accuratetly over central

Tennessee and then further to the north roughly over Indiana also east of the

verilfication center but not as much as that of the NGMt forecast. Further south

the location of the NGM line of maximum precipitation roughly along the border

between Alabama and Georgia continues to be east of that in the verification

map indicated by the 30 mm area over Alabama. The small area of precipitation

ov.er 30 mm in the eta map over central Alabama is on the other hand placed

well witthin the 30 msm area in the verification map. The NGM forecast however

could be given credit for attempting to reproduce the isolated small area of over

i20.) mma in the Great Lakes area and only narrowly missing its precise location.

W.;hile cmn.rison of features of this kind is certainly of interest the
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Fiig. 9. 24-48 h accumulatedl pr... pitation fore;.t..s obtai nedr u:sing the NGM ( left hein pranel) and the et"
model .the rmiddle panel ) veri fyi rng at 1 20.0 UTI: 5 No',e r mber 1 988. IN MC ,erifi calion anal g: i s for t: he sme
period i s sho3wn ri n the right ha nd parnel. Amount.; :showrn are i i rnilli meters, anrid the contour i nteral is 1 0 mIFm.



pri mary reason for the difference in threat scores seen in Fig 1 for this case is

clearl, the e ta forecasst's 20 mm contour in Fig. 9 enclosing an area much closer

in size- to that observed than does the corresponding NGM contour. Indeed, with

5 (LFN) verificatioLn points (boxes) of 0.75 inches (about 19 mm) and greater

the eta forecast had 34 points of which 24 verified as opposed to the NGN's 19

points of which 14 verified: a percentage slightly greater than that of the eta

forecast. However this is not a common situation. A contrastitng example are

the forecasts for the 24-hour period ending 1200 UTC 20 November which also

was the period of areatest total precipitation and which has probably.

contuributed most to the advantage in scores for hig her amounts of precipitation

shown by the eta model. In all three of the forecasts for this verification

period (in 0-24, in 12-36 and in 2_4-48 h forecasts) the NGN had higher total

amounts of precipitation over the verification region than did the eta model. It

also tended to have about the same or even a greater number of verification

points in higher precipitation categories. Thus in the 1.25 inches and greater
categor! thL-~ . I.

ategr. the 0-24 h NGMN forecast had 15 points of which 9 verified as opposed

to e.ta's 16 p1oint.s ol which 15 verified. In the 12-36 h forecast the NGM had 17

points of which 8 verified as opposed to eta's- 23 points of which 12 verified.

Finallyj.1, in the 24-48 h forecast the NGM had 10 points none of which verified as

~oppo~sed to etas l points of which 5 have verified however. None of the six

forecatnrs- had more points than observed in this category which w5as 23.

For an example of the sea l"evel pressure forecast we shall show a case

chosen to involve a major storm which had crossed the western mountainous

part of thie United .States so that the effects of differences in the treatment of

mountains in various models could be emphasized. The storm we chose happened

to be associated vwith an outbreak of 54 tornadoes primariIy over Arkansas and

Missouri makino- it the fourthi larest on record in terms of the number of
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tornadoes reported. We shall follow the storm's evolution starting with the

initial time of 0000 UTC 14 November 1988. The NMCi surface analysis for this

time is sho-wn in Fig. 10. A frontal s!ystem is seen over a number of western

states associated with a main low centered just off the Pacific coast and a

secondary center over Nevada along with a multitude of other mesoscale

features over surrounding states.

During the next 12 h the frontal system generally moved eastwards and

southeastwards so that at 1200 UTC on the NIC surface analysis shown in Fig.

1i three separate centers over the western states are idenrtified (01 , 99 and 98)

along with two weak centers remaining off the Pacific coast. At that time

there was not yet much difference between the eta and the NGSM forecasts shown

as the lower and the upper panels in Fig. 12, respectively. However the NGM

does show generally higher pressures over the southwestern United States more

in agreement with the analysis. On the other hand a more accurate depth of the

eta model l ow off tihle northern California coast should be inoted which may have

enabled the eta model to show a clearer definition of the trough running

southwestwards across southern California. in terms of depth and location the

two eta centers of 1 00C)1 and of 1 000 (mb) are both very near the analyzed

centers of 01 and 99 off the two western corners of Wyoming.

One should note that some of this and other detail such as the reduced noise

of the eta maop in terms of the number of centers printed over mountainous

regions is related to the difference in the reduction to sea level used in the two

models. A number of options for the reduction to sea level are available in the

eta post-processing code. The one used for the map shown in Fig. 12 and for the

t;-. maps in subsenquent figures is the so called horizontal (or "relaxation

temriper;-ature") reduction. It is based on underground virtual temperatures
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Fig. 10. A secti.on ofthe NMC surface analysis for 0000 UTC 14 November 1988 (time of the
initial conditions of the forecasts sthodn in thte following figures).
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computed in each model layer which contains mountains by solving the Laplace

equation with virtual temperatures next to the sides of mountains used for

boundary conditions. It is our impression that this relaxation temperature

method although very different from the one used in synoptic practice

nevertheless results in sea level pressure maps which are generally more like

the analqzed maps than the maps resulting from a "standard" reduction based on

temperatures immediately above ground and a lapse rate of 0.0065 K m-

During the second 12 h the frontal system undergoes changes, which in their

large scale features are perhaps not unlike those of a typical frontal baroclinic

development but on a smaller scale are associated with a multitude of centers

presumabil resulting from the complex topography of the region. Thus, on the

NMC anaiy!sis for 0000 UTC 15 November shown in Fig. 13 three centers are

identified along the frontal line and two more in its immediate vicinity The eta

24 h forecast on the l ower panel in Fig. 14 shows two 998 centers, one in

ea.stern W.Ioming and another in eastern Colorado somewhat north of the

analyzed centers in these states of 97 and 99, respectively. The trough running

toward the south-southwest across Arizona which is a nmajor feature of the

frontal system of Fig. 13 also appears prominently on the eta forecast map

although it i"s not as sharp as in the analysis. All of this detail is missing on

the NGi forecast shown as the upper panel in Fig. 14 which has only a single

center in Wyoming a good deal deeper than the 97 Wyoming center on the

analyjsis map. An erroneous pressure gradient over Arizona is seen associated

with the lack of the trough seen in the analysis.

Within the third 12 h period the frontal system having mostlg crossed the

mountains becomes more coherent with a single major center in southeastern

Colorado and a secondary center in eastern Nebraska (Fig. 15). There is not much
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to obiect to in the eta forecast shown as the lower panel in Fig. 16 except that

one might wish to see some ridging of the 1 000 and 1004 mb isobars towards

the northeastern corner of Colorado and less troughing of the 996 rimb isobar into

Nebraska. The NON forecast shown as the uipper panel in Fig. 16 is also missing

such detail but is also failing to capture the larger scale shape of the system

and is placing the center north of its observed position. This position and the

depth error are associated with the excessive pressure gradient over eastern

Wyoming, almost twice as intense as on the analysis in Fig. 15.

During the final 12 hours of the 48 h period the frontal system perhaps

surprisingly again acquires a more complex shape so that now three centers are

identified on the NiC analysis shown in Fig. 17 within the low pressure area

running from southeastern Kansas to the southeastern corner of Minnesota. The

major 89 center is somewhat west of the midpoint of the border between

M issouri and iowa. The eta forecast shown as the lower panel in Fig. 18 fails to

i dentifiy the two secondary centers but does have the major low center

accurately located and captures the troughiness of the 996 mb isobar into

northeastern Oklahoma as well as the ridging along the northern border of

Kansas indicative of the southern secondary center. The NGM forecast shown in

the upper panel of the figure departs further from the observed development in

exhibiting excessive deepening by this time in addition to its storm position and

sh-,pe error. Associated large difference between the NGM and eta pressure

gradient patterns and corresponding circulations over Minnesota when compared

with the analysis in Fig. 17 over the same region is one feature favoring the eta

over the NGO forecast at that time.

Sections of the MRF 24- and 48-hour forecasts for the same initial time are

shown in Fig. 19 as the upper and the lower panel, respeLtively. The MRF as a
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lobai model is of course not meant to forecast detail of the kind discussed on

the preceding pages; indeed at 24 h the storm over the western states while

being very accurately placed does not ex.hibit all of the detail seen in the eta

forecast such as the separate centers in eastern Wyoming and in eastern

Colorado and the troughiness into southern Arizona. The excessive depth of the

low. 992 mb compared to analyzed 97. might be due to a number of reasons one

Uo which is the reduction to sea level. For example, the two 998 mb centers of

the eta map in Fig. 14 both end up with values 4 mb deeper when the "standard"

reduction. is used. At 48 h over lower terrain the MRF depth of 990 mb is the

same as that of the eta forecast and the shape of the storm is very similar. The

larges.t difference between the two forecasts at that time might be in the

p-osition of the storm center with the MRF center across Iowa lagging behind the

eta center by about 100 km or so. This is of course reflected in differences in

pressure gradient patterns over specific areas such as again over Minnesota.

T he forecasts which have been discussed in this section were not

-nece ;ossari l1 chosen to depict characteristics typical of the models but simnply to

show, how -the/ handled individual situations. On a day-to-day basis the

differences between the eta and NGr s forecasts tended to be smaller.

5 5Surnmary and plans for further work

For a 40-day series of 80 eta model and NGM 48 h forecasts in

October-November 1988 the eta mode was substantially more accurate than the

NG i n f orecastitng higher amounts of 24-hour accumulated precipitation of 0.50

inches and greater. The two models seemed about equally accurate in

forecasting lighter amounts of precipitation. The greatest relative gain in

accuracu of the et a over the NNM forecasts was in the 24-48 h forecast range
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Fig. 1 1. A section of the NMC surface analsis for 1 200 UIT C 14 Nove.mber 19 ( 12 h
verification time of the forecast.s shown in Fig. 1 2).
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Fig. 1 -2. Scti onL of the NIt (.upperpanel) and eta (ower panel) ea level pressure 1 - h
foreastsi verifginig at 1I 200 IJTC: 1 4 November 1988.



Fig. 1 3. A section of the NMC surface analysis for 0000 UTC 15 November 1 988 (24 h
verification time of the forecasts shown in Fig. 14 and in the upper panel of Fig. 19).
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SEARLEVEL PRESSURE (MB) 2,q-H NGM FCST

Eig. 1 4- Sections of the NGM (tupper panel) and eta (I;lo.er panlel a lzievel pressure 24 h
forecests verifyi ng at 0000 LTC i '- November 1 988



Fig. 1 . A section f the NMC surface analsis for 1200 UTC 15 November 19683 (36 h
V.erifi-(:tion ti me of the forecasts sho,,n in Fig. 16).
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36 H ETR FCSTr RLXT. SOR, I. -

Mg. i6: -- Slac.t.i.. oUfthe NGM (upper panel ) and eta (lower panel) sca level pressure 36 h
forer -sst. verifingi at 1 200 UTC ' 5 Nzvember i 988.
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..4 . .7.O A, *et'°°~ jh L. . IO 1ig. 1 7. Ae.:t of the M surfTae analysi for 00' ''TC 16November 1 9H8 48h
verific.tien time of the foerecests shown in Fig. 1 8 and in the lower paneI of Fig. 1 9).
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SEA LEVEL PRESSURE (MB)

Fig 1 . c-i_'-- -ons of the NGiM (upper panel) and eta (lower panel) ea level presure 48 h
1oree,.t. veri fiuinn at u00 ULITC I 6 November 1 988.
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for the categories of 1.25 inches and greater where the eta model showed some

skill as opposed to practicallq no skill shown, by the NGM model.

As for the overall amounts, both models underforecast the higher amounts

of precipitati on, the NGN more so than the eta model. On the other hand, both

models overftorecast the very light amounts of precipitation, the eta model more

so than the NGM. We speculate that this latter weakness, and perhaps also the

tendency of the models to underforecast the total amounts, is the consequence

ofl the absence of cloud water as a prognostic variable. With no cloud water,

condensation immediatel results in precipitation which must produce too

frequent light precipitation but also regarding intense rain could result in more

widespread rather than concentrated patterns.

in comparing the 500 mb geopotential height errors the aviation model was

also included. A problem with these comparisons however was that for

archiving reasons it was not possible to verify each of the three models against

its own initial heights. it is expected that this will be possible in the near

future. in the meantime NGM initial heights were chosen as verification for all

three of the models. For the 30 days of November, the aviation model had the

smallest standard deviation and also the smallest total rms height errors. The

eta model, on the other hand, had the smallest mean error and bey.tond 12 h had

also the standard deviation of the errors smaller than the NGM.

Plianned work to further improve the eta model's performance includes

incorporation of more detailed surface processes and carrying cloud water

explicitly.
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Fig. . c.,con. of the 24 h (upper panel) and 4d h (low-er panel) MRF sea level pressure and
i 10i15010 mrb thickness forecasts verifyino. at the same time as forecasts shown in Fig. i 4 and Fig. 1 8,
respectivei ig.
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c,*:,no ds.;eme:..>r,'+s. In the work on the refinement of the convection scheme

of the eta model we have been greatly helped by cooperation with Alan Betts

w*ho has suggested many of the changes which have led to the code used for our

experinm,,ents. Precipitation scores and height errors were evaluated with

routines provided b John Ward, Norm Phillips and Jim Tuccillo. N.umerous

comments by Joe Gerrity, Chief of the Short Range Prediction Branch of the

Development Division, have been helpful in arriving at a clearer and more

informative text. Jim Hoke had noted an error in our draft of Fig. 8 and had also

made other useful comments on the draft manuscript. Still other helpful

suggestions wiere made by Bill Bonner, Director of the National Meteorological

Center, afnd by Eugenia Kainay, Chief of the Development Division of the Center.
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